Abstract: We describe a three-pass algorithm for improving the readability of Forrester Diagram in system dynamics. The first pass converts Forrester Diagram to recurrent hierarchy. The second pass sorts the vertices on each level, with the goal of minimizing crossings. The third pass is a finite tuning of the layout that determines the horizontal positions of vertices. An illustrative example is given to verify the result.
INTRODUCTION
System Dynamics (SD), developed by Forrester [1] , is useful in the study of continuous dynamical system, which has been mainly applied to the simulation of social and managerial systems [1, 3, 5, 9-14, 16, 20] . Simulation packages such as DYSMAP, STELLA and I-THINK are used in system dynamics helping to formulate the data flow of system and to simulate the results of models for user. But, whenever system is fluctuating or the size of problems becomes larger, it is difficult to manipulate Forrester Diagram (FD) by the modeler.
Generally speaking, it is difficult to analyze the structure of a digraph readily unless vertices are laid out in some regular form edges are drawn in such a form that paths can be readily traced by human eyes. To consider common aspects of readability we can base it on the following aesthetic principles:
1. Hierarchical layout of vertices. 2. Avoid edge crossing and sharp bends.
3. Keep edges short. 4 . Favor symmetry and balance.
This paper is intended to present a method for converting FD to a visually understandable drawing of hierarchies. This is a visual aid to show the relations of all vertices, and to understand the structures of complex systems. It enables us to add or delete elements and couplings over a Forrester Diagram more clearly, and will be useful in developing the result of simulation more accurately and conveniently.
A two dimensional diagram for system dynamics contains cycles, but a cycle contains at least one level variable (variables denotes by rectangular vertices due to the semantic restrictions stated in an FD). Therefore, the cycles can be eliminated by drawing the level variables twice as described in the following section.
The definition of recurrent hierarchies in section 2 enables the application of this study to the hierarchy. The readability-improving algorithm has three passes, as shown in Figure 1 . The first pass assigns vertices to level. Each vertex can be determined only after all the higher level vertices that are connected to the vertex have been determined. The second pass sets the order of vertices with levels to avoid edge crossings. We sort vertices by medians and transpose adjacent vertices. The final pass sets the actual layout coordinates of vertices. According to priority numbers, vertices can be adjusted to the best position. We will discuss the three passes in sections 3-5. An illustrative example is given to demonstrate its application in section 6. The final section concludes our discussion and future work. 
BASIC DEFINITIONS
The enumeration of the semantic restrictions stated in an FD, is derived from some results of Dolado and Torrealdea [4] . Each components of an FD can be drawn symbolically in Figure 2 .
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is partitioned into subsets, that is E n i n We define the span of an edge as the magnitude of the difference found by subtracting the number of the level from which the edge originates from the number of the level at which the edge terminates. If each edge in a recurrent hierarchy has span of 1, the recurrent hierarchy is called proper. In this study, edges are directed with ascending orders of levels. This definition is slightly different from Warfield [17] - [19] . And, the definition of the -level recurrent hierarchy is also different from Sugiyama et al. [15] in (1) (2) of the previous definition. We use hierarchy as recurrent hierarchy in this paper.
n An example of 5-level recurrent hierarchy shown in Figure 4 , can be described as follows:
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Formulas to calculate the number of crossing of n -level hierarchies have been given by Warfield [19] . The number of crossing of -level hierarchies is defined as The number of crossing in Figure 4 is described as
In a -level recurrent hierarchy, the upper priority n U ik P and the lower priority L ik P are defined by the formulas:
Finally, upper and lower barycenters , 
is the horizontal position of j th vertex of − 1 i th level. Figure 5 shows the priority numbers and barycenters of the horizontal position in Figure 4 .
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CONVERTING FD TO HIERARCHY
In order to convert FD to hierarchy, we must solve the cycles in system dynamics. According to the semantic restrictions stated in an FD, a cycle contains at least one level variable. Therefore, the cycles can be eliminated by drawing the level variables twice at the top and bottom levels. A flowchart showing the relationship between the various steps and the iterative nature of the algorithm is given in Figure 6 . Dummy vertices are added to break edges that span over more than two levels, so that the graph at the end of the first pass is a proper hierarchy.
The flowchart shows that the iteration process is required to facilitate the implementation process. A straight forward explanation that underlies the logic of the flowchart will be described as follows:
Step 1: Classify and , X E R .
Classifying those quantities whose affecter couplings is flow couplings, add to . And, classifying those quantities whose affecter couplings is information couplings, add to .
Step 2: Determine the levels of all vertices from
Each vertex can be determined only after all higher level vertices have been determined that is connected to the vertex. Let Step 2: determine the levels of all vertices from
Step 3: convert the hierarchy into proper drawing the proper hierarchy End Start Figure 6 : Flowchart for converting FD to hierarchy . The ba P . The median method defines the weight of v as the median of elements in P . When the number of elements in P is even, there are two medians. This gives rise to two median methods: always using the left median, and always using the right median. The median method consistently performs better than the barycenter method and has a slight theoretical advantage since Ea ices are more closely packed.
is locally optimal wit
It is an iterative method that computes at each iteration a tentative orks from level max_level − 1 to level 1, and uses the down_median. Successive iterations alternate between top-down and bottom-up scanning of the levels. A flowchart of the algorithm is given in Figure 7 . The detailed algorithm is presented in Appendix.
des and Wormald [6] have shown that the median layout of a two level graphs has no more than three times the minimum number of crossings. No such bound is known for the barycenter method [2, 15, 19] .
The study of reduction of the number of crossings is a refinement of the median method with two major innovations. First, when there are two median values, we use an interpolated valued biased toward the side where vert
The second improvement uses an additional heuristic to reduce obvious crossing after the vertices have been sorted, transforming a given ordering the one that h respect to interchange of adjacent vertices. 
ADJUSTMENT OF THE HORIZONTAL POSITIONS OF VERTICES
Adjusting the horizontal positions of vertices according to priority numbers given to vertices is introduced to improved readability of hierarchies. Priority numbers given to the other vertices are the connectivity of the vertices calculated by the previous definition in section 2. This method satisfies the following conditions:
(a) The order of vertices of each level should be preserved. 
End drawing the resulting hierarchy
Step 3: delete the dummy vertices and edges, then regenerate the corresponding long span
Step 2: positions of vertices in each level are determined one by one according to their priority
Step 
x is a given integer.
Step 2: Positions of vertices in each level are determined one by one according to their priority numbers. Positions of vertices in level 1 are improved according to the lower priority and the lower barycenter. The improvements of the positions of vertices in level 2,..., are made according to the upper priority and the upper barycenter. The highest priority number is given to dummy vertices to improve the readability.
n
Step 3: Delete the dummy vertices and edges, and then regenerate the corresponding long span. Now all vertices have been finally adjusted, and the resulting hierarchy can be available. The detailed algorithm is presented in Appendix.
EXAMPLE
The casual diagram and Forrester Diagram chosen for demonstration of the algorithm discussed in this study are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 which are based upon the residential community model excerpted from Goodman [8] . The names of quantities and associated designators are exhibited in Table 1 . 
Normal in-migration
The process of the first pass is as follows:
Step 1: Classify and then add { , to ; classify
R R R R and 15 R add { , , ,
Step 2: Consider all quantities which have couplings directed toward 2 R we add { , } 
V and are in the same level, so add V to , and subtract the same from .
Furthermore, add { , 
S V
Then, the second iteration sorts the vertices from level 7 to level 1 according to down_median. The order of all the vertices in level 7 is no change. By exchanging the sequence of the vertices in level 6, we obtain { , , , . It does not decrease, so the second pass is completed. The result is displayed in Figure 12 , the number of crossings is reduced from 24 to 1.
The process and result of applying pass 3 is given as follows: P P to position 1,3,6,7,8,9,10,11,13. Proceed to level 7, 9 R has the largest priority number (=4) and its horizontal position is 10.5 . + +  =    9 10 1 2 10 5 4
  , so we get 11 is the best horizontal position 9 R .
Next, , 
CONCLUSION
We have presented a method for improving readability of FD, which consists of three passes. The first pass converts FD to recurrent hierarchy. The second pass sorts the vertices on each level to avoid edge crossings. The third pass adjusts the horizontal positions of vertices. The study proposed here can make up a deficiency of the past work in manipulating FD in system dynamics. Converting FD to the hierarchies is useful to realize the relations of all vertices in complex systems, but also operate elements and couplings over an FD more clearly and conveniently. Moreover, permits easy implementation by the modeler.
By developing the theoretical algorithms, we can recognize the nature of the problem to generate the readable representation of FD in system dynamics. On the other hand, by developing the heuristic algorithms, we enlarge the size of the problems we can deal with. (1) understand how to modify the graph or its layout to enhance readability, (2) developments of methods for readable drawing of undirected graphs, and (3) associate with graph-processing tool to develop the tool of computer simulation in system dynamics. 
